FLOOD BOLD
Adding green and infiltrating rainwater in urban space: that is the challenge we are facing
today. We offer a solution with the Rain(a)Way Flood Bold-tile. This half-open tile has a
unique shape, can infiltrate rainwater and makes space for green.
The Flood Bold is fit to drive on which makes it perfect for
parkingspots and infiltrationgutters and -drains. This tile creates
a unique esthetic on a standard street. Rainwater can infiltrate
through the open spaces in the tile, which can be filled with
different high-draining fillers.
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Contributes to the solution to urban floodings
Stores and infiltrates rainwater
Suitable for predominantly static heavy traffic up to 10 tons
of axle load
Versitale application possibilities because of varying fillings
Perfect to combine with the Rain(a)Way Ebb-tiles
Contributes to the solution to heatstress
Easy to apply because of standard tile-size

The tiles can be laid both straight and in semi-brick patterns.
The combination of the right filling and substrate makes every
location climate proof. Different situations asks for a different
fillings, we are happy to offer you advice for the best result.

We produce the tiles in grey, but orders larger than 250m2 can
be produced in all colours. Contact us for more information.

Size

30x30x12 cm
15,7 kg

Material
Concrete

The open spaces make it possible to
inifltrate large quantities of rainwater
and it makes space for green!
Fillings

The Flood Bold creates possibilities to add green in a new way:
plants, grass or moss can grow in the hollow spaces. The tiles
can also be filled to the brim with gravel or shells, which are not
as green, but can still infiltrate large quantities of water. A
special shell-substrate has been developed that infiltrates
perfectly and is suitable for a variety of different plants.
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“It gives rainwater fuction and makes
it visible in a fun and playful manner.
Rain(a)Way starts a discussion: how
can we deal with rainwater problems?”
- Rainproof Amsterdam

Rain(a)Way
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5621 AE EINDHOVEN

Info@rainaway.nl
www.rainaway.nl
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